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Theatre Contacts:Production Co-ordinator

Carmel O’Connor
carmel@broadwaytheatre.org.uk
0208 314 9472

Theatre Scheduler / Marketing

Helen Haylett
helen@broadwaytheatre.org.uk
0209 314 6490

Technical Liason Contact

Leigh Mulpeter (Lighting)
leigh@little-leigh.co.uk
Lee Waddington (Sound)
info@soundchoicehire.co.uk

The Broadway Theatre
Catford Rd
London
SE1 4RU

The Broadway theatre is a grade II listed building in the heart of Lewisham. With a beautiful example of art
deco design through its vaulted arch ceiling in the main auditorium, and original features throughout the
building. Designed by architects Bradshaw Gass & Hope and built in 1932.
The theatre still has it original Compton pipe organ which is in full working order. The organ is situated in
the auditorium, which the pipes, bells, drums and chimes all situated in the roof void.

Main House:Auditorium capacity:Standing
Seated
Dinner event

TBC
800
TBC

For standing or Dinner events there is an additional surcharge for costs involved with collapsing and reinstating the
bleacher seating system.
The following number of seats shall be lost for:
Sound desk at centre of the back of the bleacher
Orchestra pit in place of rows B – C

2 seats
41 Seats

Disabled Access:The Broadway is a flat floor venue with balcony of permanently installed theatre style seating. Unfortunately the
balcony is not available to wheel chair users.
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Main house stage dimensions:Proscenium Width:-

8120mm (Between Tormentors)

Proscenium Height:-

6203mm

Depth of Apron:-

2240mm (To deepest point in centre)

Depth from setting line Safety Curtain) to middle of curved back wall:- 6041mm
Depth from setting line (Safety Curtain) to end of curved back wall:Height to underside of downstage grid:-

13839mm

Height to underside of upstage grid:-

6590mm

Maximum out dead (height to underside of lowest bars):-

5601mm

6000mm

The stage has a slight rake, incline to be sought for details.

The get in/out access is via the double doors to the right of the stage door. There is a walk of approximately 2 metres before
there are several steps to lift everything up. Then approximately 2M after the steps there is a set of double doors to the left
leading directly into the main auditorium. Everything then needs to be lifted 1340mm up onto the stage.
Flats over 6000mm tall and 1220mm wide won’t fit around the corner to get in and out of the venue.
Trucks will have to stop in the pedestrianised area of the street for unloading and reloading. There is NO PARKING for large
vehicles. Please speak to the local authority for parking permits for your trucks. The theatre cannot deal with this, you have to
go direct.
For a side elevation of the stage and auditorium, please see Appendix A
For a plan view of the stage please see Appendix B, C and D
The cyclorama is the stages back wall painted in Matt white paint and has a curve to it.
The base of the cyclorama has a small black ground-row that runs across to make it look neater and hide the scruffy black
woodwork that runs across the base of the wall.
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Main house Flying:There are 13 hemp bars in the main house. However these are on a single line to steel pick-up hemp system, and are not
advisable to use for live flying.
The grid is spread across two heights. The downstage part of the grid is the full height of the venue at 13839mm and has hemp
bars 1 - 6 in it.
The second part of the grid is a lot lower, and therefore only cloths on swipe tracks can be used effectively for scene changes
here. The height to the underside of the bars here is 6000mm. Hemp bars 7 - 15 are located in this area.
The over stage lighting bars are all IWBs on winches.
These have a SWL 250KGS
Fixed Bar TBCmm from setting line House Tabs (On track – Non moveable)
Bar 1

150mm from setting line

Hemp bar 1 (100KGS SWL)

House Black Border

Bar 2

280mm from setting line

LX 1 Winch (250KGs SWL)

130mm from Bar 1

Bar 3

TBCmm from setting line

Hemp Bar 2 (100KGs SWL)

Bar 4

TBCmm from setting line

Hemp Bar 3 (100KGs SWL)

Bar 5

TBCmm from setting line

Hemp Bar 4 (100KGs SWL)

Bar 6

TBCmm from setting line

Hemp Bar 5 (100KGs SWL)

Bar 7

TBCmm from setting line

Hemp Bar 6 (100KGs SWL)

Fixed Bar 1840mm from setting line

Black Border (Non moveable)

Bar 8

2020mm from setting line

LX 2 Winch (250KGs SWL)

180mm from Border

Bar 9

2250mm from setting line

Hemp Bar 7 (100KGs SWL)

230mm from Winch 2

Bar 10

2510mm from setting line

Hemp Bar 8 (100KGs SWL)

260mm from Bar 9

Bar 11 2740mm from setting line

Hemp Bar 9 (100KGs SWL)

230mm from Bar 10 (Swipe Trk)

Bar 12 2970mm from setting line

Hemp Bar 10 (100KGs SWL)

230mm from Bar 11

Bar 13 3180mm from setting line

Hemp Bar 11 (100KGs SWL)

210mm from bar 12 (Swipe Trk & Border)

Bar 14

Hemp Bar 12 (100KGs SWL)

210mm from bar 13

Bar 15 3620mm from setting line

LX 3 Winch (250KGs SWL)

230mm from bar 14

Bar 16 3930mm from setting line

Hemp Bar 13 (100KGs SWL)

310mm from bar 15 (Swipe Trk)

Bar 17 4095mm from setting line

Hemp Bar 14 (100KGs SWL)

165mm from bar 16 (Legs & Border)

Bar 18 4325mm from setting line

LX 4 Winch (250KGs SWL)

230mm from bar 17

Bar 19 4675mm from setting line

Hemp Bar 15 (100KGs SWL)

350mm from bar 18 (Tab Trk)

Bar 20 5025mm from setting line

LX 5 Winch (250KGs SWL)

350mm from bar 19 (Flood Bar)

Bar 21 5265mm from setting line

Hemp Bar (100KGs SWL)

240mm from bar 20

Bar 22 5425mm from setting line

Fixed Bar – Full Blacks on swipe track

160mm from bar 21

3390mm from setting line
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Main house stage equipment:1x

Genie vertical personnel lift (PAV Licence holders only to use this!)

1x

12 Rung Zarge Ladders

1x

Pairs of Black Wool Serge stage legs (7500mm deep x 1200mm wide)

1x

Black wool serge borders with chain weighted bottom

1x

Pair of Red Velvet tabs on track at front of stage

1x

Pair of Full Blacks made from black wool serge. This is on the tab track nearest the cyc wall.

12 x

Stage weights (Standard 12KG square & bigger 18KG Square weights)

10 x

Stage braces

There is a small selection of conduit for cloths.
Various hard masking is in use to neaten the proscenium and create some wing space.

Main house Orchestra pit:The first three rows of the auditorium are taken out to create space to put an orchestra. They are on the flat floor of the
auditorium.
A surround is then put in to neaten up the cabling and seating.

The orchestra pit can accommodate up to XX Players comfortably.
We do not own any music stands. These can be brought in at additional costs or brought in by yourselves, as long as all
appliances comply with the electrical safety at work act and have been PAT tested.
If you would like us to source these for you, then please speak to us at least a week in advance and we can get a price for you.

Sundries:Gaffer Tape / PVC Tape / cable ties and batteries are all chargeable items which shall be charged for on a per show basis.
This will be added to your final bill.
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Main house Control positions:The Lighting and sound for the main house is currently situated off centre of the bleachers at the rear of it. Accessed via a
separate stair well at the back of the bleacher.
It has a small black hide around it to define the area and keep it looking neat from an audience perspective.

For incoming touring sound desks, the house desk shall be removed and the toured desk placed at just off centre at the rear of
the bleacher.

Please notify us of touring sound desks before tickets go on sale. If the need to remove extra seats is required, then once tickets
have gone on sale, they cannot be taken out for sound desks.
There are two follow-spots in a box at the rear of the auditorium, accessed via a stairwell used by the public.
If toured follow-spots are brought in then please contact us to discuss swapping ours out and making sure we have sufficient
power available for your fixtures.
Toured follow-spots cannot be put in the auditorium as we cannot take out the seats to accommodate.

Main house Wardrobe:There is a wardrobe room that can be used by visiting companies. It is located on floor -1 (Basement)
The wardrobe consists of:Xx

Hotpoint industrial…….??????? Washing machines

Xx

Clothes rails

Xx

Irons

Xx

Ironing boards
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Main house dressing rooms:There are 8 dressing rooms of varying capacity spread across 4 floors on either side of stage.
The dressing rooms work out as follows:Room

Floor

Side

Capacity

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Substage
Substage
st
1
nd
2
st
1
nd
2
Basement
Basement

SR
SR
SL
SL
SL
SL

approx. 6
approx. 6
approx. 2-3
approx. 2-3
approx. 2-3
approx. 2-3
approx.12
approx.12

SEE APPENDIX H
There is a communal Green Room, however this doubles up as a large dressing room and is currently fitted out as such.
Showers are available, not in the dressing rooms, but down in the basement area.

Lighting:Touring Company Power:We have a 125A TPNE Ceeform supply midstage right, a 125A TPNE Ceeform supply Upstage Left, and various 13A sockets
around the stage area..

Lighting Control:1 x ETC Ion (1024 channels) With 1 of 2x10 fader wing
2 x DMX Tie lines run from the control position, 1 to the house dimmers, and the other to a buffered splitter which feeds various
points around the stage.
The house lights are controlled via a separate control box situated at the lighting desk, with another at prompt corner and one in
the followspot box.

Dimmers:We have two racks of ETC Sensor Dimmers giving a total of 118 dimmed circuits spread throughout the venue. And 18 relay
circuits (Non Dimmed) (Channel 121- 138)
These are allocated as below:9 Circuits per FOH Bridge 4 of which are 5K circuits
8 Circuits per FOH Slip
47 Circuits on the SL LX Floor (of which circuits 105 – 108 are 5K Dimmers)
0 Circuits on the SR Fly Floor
X Circuits on the Proscenium Patch
12 Circuits at stage level for booms and floor circuits as well as 4 switch circuits.
There are 13 DMX points located around the venue of which 6 can be used simultaneously from the house buffer
located in the dimmer room.
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Permanent FOH LX Rig:Bridge one (Nearest stage):

6x Source 4 Zoom 15/30 750W
2 x Source 4 750W 19 degree
1 x Source 4 25/50 750W

Bridge two

6 x Source 4 Zoom 15/30 750W
2 x Source 4 19degree 750W

Standard Stage rig:Advance Bar:

6 x Par 64 CP62

LX 1:

3 x Source 4 Junior Zoom 25/50
9 x Starlette 1000W Fresnel
6 x Par 64 CP62

LX 2:

2 x Source 4 Junior Zoom 25/50
9 x Starlette 1000W Fresnel
6 x Par 64 CP62

LX 3:

4 x Source 4 Junior Zoom 25/50
6 x Starlette 1000W Fresnel
6 x Par 64 CP62

LX 4:

4 x Source 4 Junior Zoom 25/50
6 x Starlette 1000W Fresnel
12 x Par 64 CP62

LX 5:

4 x Strand Iris 4 flood units (Dominos) (Channels 105-108)

Please see Appendix E for the standard lighting rig plan with colours and circuit pairings.
If your design requires a specific rig plan and re-rigging, then there is will be an extra charge to pre-rig the lighting and change it
back to the standard rig once your hire is completed.
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Other lighting stock:
Profile Stock:-

Additional house unit costs:(House rig as standard)

-

6 x Source 4 junior Zooms 25-50 degree
X x Strand Prelude 650W
4 x Iris for Source 4 Zoom
6 x Iris for Source 4 Junior Zoom
4 x B-Size gobo holder for Source 4 Zoom
18 x M-Size gobo holder for Source 4 Junior Zoom (Of which 12 are in the rig)

£10.00 per week hire charge
£8.00 per week hire charge

Fresnel Stock:-

10 x Robert Juliat 1200W Fresnels
12 x CCT Minuette 650W Fresnel (No barndoors or colour frames)

£14.00 per week hire charge
£5.00 Per week hire charge

Beam Light Stock:-

12 x Par 64 Long Nose (Black) Standard lock off (Various Lamps available)
1 x Par 64 Short Nose Floor Can (Black) (Various Lamps available)

£5.00 Per week hire charge
£5.00 Per week hire charge

Cyclorama / Flood Stock:-

5 x Strand Coda 500/4 4 way asymmetric flood batten

£16.00 per week hire charge

Effect Lighting / Smoke & Haze stock:-

-

1 x Smoke Factory Scotty Smoke Machine
1 x Smoke Factory Tour Haze machine
6 x M-size Gobo rotators for Source 4 Junior Zoom units (Analogue control)
4 x UV Canons
1 x White Light Ripple tank

£20.00 Per day £45.00 per week hire charge
£20.00 per day £45.00 per week hire charge
£5.00 per day £15.00 per week hire charge
£8.00 per day £16.00 per week hire charge
£15.00 per day £30.00 per week hire charge

We have a small stock of gobos in house for our fixtures. These are primarily utilised in our main rig.
If you require any different gobos or colour from what is in our standard house rig, then this can be sourced for you at a small
extra cost, or you can bring them with you.

Followspots:We have two Pani 1202 1200W Long throw follow-spots, which are allocated in the projection booth at the rear of the
Auditorium.
If toured follow-spots are brought in then please contact us to discuss swapping ours out and making sure we have sufficient
power available for your fixtures.
Toured follow-spots cannot be put in the auditorium as we cannot take out the seats to accommodate.
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Sound:Mixing Desk & Racks:The house mixing desk is a Yamaha LS9-32 console. Situated at the rear of the Bleachers, just off centre.
There is a multicore running from the control position to stage which consists of 24 x XLR feeds with 8 x XLR returns. Via an Edac
and GPO Patch system.
We can allocate a maximum of 20 tie-lines due to patch lead restrictons!
The Amps are in a dedicated room in the roof space backstage comprising of 7 x Clare Brother Amps to power the main house
PA.
The FOH rack consist of:2 x Denon DN-C635 CD Player
2 x Denon DN-F450R Solid State hard drive recorder
2 x Shure Radio mic receiver (These are available at extra cost), running on the band 70 frequencies, which have 4 free
frequencies.

Permanent sound rig:The main house PA is a Clair Brothers designed by Clair Audio specifically for the venue.
This is a point source rig flown in the style of an array, and cannot be taken down or moved.
Each cab has a top, middle and low end driver in it.
There are no sub’s in this system!
This consists of two main hangs, and delays further up the auditorium for the balcony.
There are 4x AM12 Clare Brothers monitors running from a 2 way mix, These are plugged via ‘Amphenol 4 pin bi-amp
connectors’.

Permanent sound rig:2 x Shure SM57 mic
8 x Shure SM58 mic
4 x Senheisser Rifle mics
5 x BSS DI box
2 x Berringher DI box
12 x Boom Mic stand (Black & Silver)
6 x Half height stands
4 x Table stands
A selection 3-pin XLR mic cable in varying lengths.
WE DO NOT CARRY ANY BACK LINE EQUIPMENT!
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Studio Theatre Capacity:The studio theatre comprises of a small raked seating block and flat floor seating.
There are restricted views from quite a fair few seats, so a main playing space of 5M wide is recommended.
The space seats 84 people comfortably in folding cushioned seats.

Studio Theatre Disabled Access:Disabled access is from the lower foyer via a wheel chair lift.
There is a dedicated toilet for disabled patrons on the studio level, via a small ramp. This is next to the lift.

Studio Theatre Grid:The grid is a steel and Aluminium scaffold construction spread across four points.
The sockets terminate to 15A trailing leads, which are around 1 – 1.5M in length coming out from trunking
running up and down the grid. (Please see the plan for layout)
The grid is approximately 4M from floor level. SWL to be determined, but its not recommended for much more
than is currently rigged.
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Studio Theatre Stage Information:The stage is a flat floor layout that melds into the front row of the audience. It has a very intimate feel to the space.
The stage is accessed via an open doorway upstage left which leads out to the dressing rooms. There is also a corridor from this
doorway which can give you access to the auditorium entrance doors.
The floor is 18mm Ply board which is taped at the joints, this is over an original 1930s Parquee floor, therefore we do not allow
people to screw into the flooring.
The floor can be painted for your production, however it must be painted back to Matt Black upon finishing your run in the
venue.
The stage has no wings as it is an open studio type space. It is wider downstage than up due to the walls curving round towards
the rear. These walls have windows in, however Black Wool Surge (BWS) drapes have been hung to give a black box and block
out any daylight.
The rear of the stage has a squared off area, which is framed by colonades, however the roof of this curves down with the air
handling grill built into the wall. This can be painted to become part of your set, but again, must be painted back to Matt Black at
the end of your run.
Haze can be used, however the alarms need to be isolated first by the house manager and clearance given. All doors must
remain shut.
There are a set of fire doors downstage Right which must not be obstructed by set or stage equipment.
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Studio Theatre Control Room:The control room is situated Downstage Right / Auditorium Left.
There are windows which open out into the auditorium for ease of hearing.
the control booth is quite small and cosy with two operators.
The lighting desk is situated to the left of the booth for ease of seeing visual cues, and also as it is next to
the dimmer racks, so and mid show cross patching can be done without being in the way of the sound
operator.
There is also a door which opens from the box into the auditorium, however this should not be used during
performances as there is a small ladder to use to get in and out.

Studio Theatre Wardrobe / Laundry:The wardrobe / Laundry room is shared with the main house wardrobe and is situated behind the studio next
to the dressing rooms.
It comprises of:x of Industrial washing machines
x of Industrial tumble driers
x of Irons
x of Ironing boards

Studio Theatre Dressing rooms:There are two communal dressing rooms for the studio theatre space which have an interlinking door.
They are accessible for the disabled via a ramp connecting to the studio space.
There is a communal toilet backstage for the cast to use.
The dressing rooms can hold around 6 people in each.
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Studio Theatre Lighting:The studio theatre has a standard house rig which is suitable for cabaret, Comedy, Music and plays.
it comprises of a 4 colour back light wash, a gobo wash, warm and cold 3 section area wash and a warm and
cold cross light downstage.
The rig can be altered to suit your particular production, however it will require re-instating as per the
standard rig upon completion of your tenancy. If this is not done, then a charge of £350.00 will be incurred by
the hirer for someone to come in and reinstate the lighting rig.
Please see the attached plans for the studio lighting plan and patch plan.
The rig comprises of:14x CCT Starlette 1000W fresnels with barndoors and colour frames (T19 Lamps)
16x ETC Source 4 Junior Zoom profiles 575W with colour frames (HPL575 Lamps)
(There is a small house stock of gobos and holders for these, but if you require specific gobos then these will
need to be brought in by yourselves)
The lighting desk is an ETC Element 250DMX.
The dimmers are Zero 88 Beta 2, 6 channel dimmers with 15A outlets on the front.
There are 24 dimmers (4 racks).
IMPORTANT----Each rack is fed from a 32A SPNE RCD, this in turn is fed from a 100A SPNE throw switch.
HOWEVER, the supply to the switch is only 60A SPNE!!! Do not put the whole rig upto full or you will take out
the main breakers
The racks are individually fused per channel, spare fuses and a couple of spare lamps are stored in the control
room, please sign and date the sheet if lamps or fuses are used. This helps us to know when to order more
spares.
There are 3 socapex’s which go from the control room to the stage area, one for each boom and one for the
FOH bar. These are labelled.
Please see Appendix F for the standard rig plan. And Appendix G for the circuit layout.

Studio Theatre Sound:The sound system is a basic system for sound effect play back. It comprises of:2 x Bose 802 Panaray speakers with Bose controller
1 x Yamaha MG12 12 channel analogue mixer
1 x Denon DN-630 CD Player
1 x Denon DN-C635 CD Player
1 x Denon DN-2600F Dual CD Player
1 x Set of headphones
There are no tie lines between the stage and control room, these need to be ran in as and when required.
Please bring the appropriate cabling and items required for your production.
We can supply you with some Shure SM58 microphones depending upon main house requirements.
However this venue lends itself more to acoustic performances.
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Finding us:We are fairly simple to find, just off the A21 Catford road.
Driving:The Theatre is on the corner of Rushey Green and Catford Road on the South Circular. There is a large patrolled car park
in Holbeach Road behind the Theatre. Evening parking is also available in the car park behind Laurence House, entrance
in Canadian Avenue.
Use the Postcode SE6 4RU
Bus:N36, N47, 75, 124, 138, 160, 171, 181, 185, 202, 208,136,284 and 660 all stop close to the Theatre.
Train:Catford and Catford Bridge BR Network South East stations are both 100 metres from the Theatre.
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